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r CCOMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES _
1 9 WSHINGTO", D;C 1

1470942 December 26, 1973

D1gilab, !ncorporated
237 Putnam Aienue
Cambridge, Hussachusettu 02139

Attentions Dr. S. Thazas Dunn
Preeidert

Gentlemen;

This refers to your letters of October 20, 1972 and April 2, 1973,
requesting reconsideration of our decision B-170942, September 8, 1971,
in which we denied your protest relative to the award of a subcontract, 61 
to Idealab, Incorporated (Idealab), for a hibh resolution fourier 4)(-l
transform spectrometer systen under General Plectric Company's (GE'.)
prime contract with the National Aeronautic:; av4 Space Administrntion(,)'
(UA.SA), t46.3OEP 

In your protest yon nade a number of contentions concenidng CE'S
evaluation of your proposal and Idealab's proposal and you urged that
your firm was entitled to' the award. Por the reasons stated it our
decision we found no basis to question GE's selection of Idealab as
the successful offeror and your protest wan denied,

The contentions In your letter of October 20 were that the
Idealab unit was delivered late; that it did not meot specifications
and that Langley Research Center (LRC) was using the unit for ito own
general purposes, A atatenent was made in your letter that the unit
"cant be found" and ynu urged that the reason for this was to avoid
teoting of the unit, You have urged that these events prove the
validity of your initial protest,

We requested :ASA to furnish a report on the matters ralied in
your letter, NASA's report stated that the Idoalab unit had been
delivered late for the roasons stated in our decision to you of Septem-
ber 8, 1971. Our decision was referred to as "Attachment A" in HASA'u
report, The report further stated that the Idealab unit wae used in
connection with experimentu required under GE'a prime contract. With
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respect to acceptance, ?N8A reported that CZ thoroughly teoted the unit
to determnin compliance with the specifications thait these tests were
witnessed by BASA's representatives and that all the parties were
uatisfied that the unit complied with the specifications, NASA advised
that the unit had been returned to Idealab for the addition of a mag-
netic tape recorder and that the unit would be delivered to RIASA upon
completion of the GE prime contract,

In your letter of April 2, 1973, commenting on tUSA's report you
urged that an investigation would reveal that the unit woe being used
by LRC for its own rurpose in its 400 foot tunnel, You asserted that
the return of the unit, to Idealab for the purpose of adding a magnetic
tape recorder was merely a subterfuge mnf that the real reason for re-
turning tha unit was to correct deficiencies in the unit, You urged that
our Office should investigate the acceptance testa of the Idealab unit,
The specific relief you have requested as a result of these contentions
is that your firm should be awarded a contract for this procurement,

We note that you did not request reconaideration of our, decision
until over a year after it had been rendered, Moreover the bases for
your request relate primarily to the administration of the contract
and do not necessarily relate to the process by which the contract bat
awarded, Idealab's contract had been completed and delivery of the
unit had been accomplished at the time you requested reconsideration.
T1iun our Office could not take any resedial action with respect to that
award even if we found merit to your contentions Therefore, the
Matters raised in your letters are not for consideration in connection
with our function in considering bid protests. However, we felt that
the matters raised in your letters merited further investigation.
Accordingly, our auditors made an independent investigation of the
administration of Idealab'c subcontract.

The audit report substantiates NASA's advice regarding the accep-
tance of Idealab's unit, Moreover, the system wan delivered to 1RC for
use in the 400 foot tunnel at that activity by GE pursuant to the require-
sent of its prime contract. We found that the unit had been returned to
Idealab for tOe addition of a magnetic tape recorder and interptlation
software. The additional requirements were to have been completed by
June 15, 1972 but the unit war not returned to GE until Marnh 16, 1973
becauae of other difficulties with the system which arose subsequent
to June 15 and have now been corrected. The auditors also found that
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a11 of the teaks originally Intended for the unit wdfr GE's prim con-
tract bad beer completed before the unit was returned to Idealabe In
addition the auditors found that the unit to wv being used by 10C but-

of theme uses relate to tasks uwder the CE prim contract.

Based on our review we do not f4d cnae to take any further vctton
vith respect to this matter. .

Sincerely yours,
.

lXF.KELLERJ

[Deputv Cceptroller General
of the United States
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